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WITH McLUHAN IN NIGERIA 

ITEM l: AN EYE FOR AN EAR? 

by 

Joseph Kinner 

There are times when aU forma of human transport 
become tamentabLy i nadequate, be they planes or 
rockets. One wishes mereLy to take thought and (1) 

Pause. 

Wonder in the solitude of the moment, wander through the 
multi-hues of its existence, past a world filled with time, 
past present, past the future passed and present in a world 
of timelessness, (2) abstract conception of definite moment 
present absent, abstract conception of definite point present 
absent, (3) and come, in the light of stark transition, to 
a voice, poised, like the world, between the colorful nuances 
of then and 

Now silence, suspended in the moment, rent by word sabers 
that knife through sound and space, rush to thresholds, and 
echo down canals which empty into a 

Magical world of resonant oral word, eared day-in, day
out, in the wrap-around, implicit world of auditory space, 
place of no fixed focus, without fixed boundaries, space made 
by the thing itself, not space containing the thing, not boxed 
in pictorial space, but dynamic, always in flux, creating its 
own dimensions moment by moment (4) by 

Dusk shadow and substance appear one, figures are and 
are not, we cautiously peer between the covers, careful not 
to disturb, not to speak, and attempt to see, pinpoint, ab
stract, locate objects in physical space, against a background, 
while 

and 

OraL man, 
Pre Literate , 
Takes strains 
To ear, 

Note: Auditory space can be filled with the sound that has 
no "object," such as the eye demands. It need not be 
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representational, but can speak, as it were, direct
ly to emotion, (5) 

In depth, in flexible expressions, in speech, cool medium , 
{6) involves, in a web of kinship, intricate participation, co
operation intense, in fact, interdependant, interrelated, in 
oral society 

The child observes the parent, smells of recent rains 
reach simultaneously the ancient memories tasted when?, un
remembered, fleet i ng thoughts, but we stop and 

Note: The negro surpasses the European in the exquisite 
keenness of his senses, (7) 

and observe the child grasp the object, master now of the sub
ject , subject now of the masters, listen, as they TELL the 
tales and myths that set forth and explain the workings of the 
universe and the system of values by which the people live 

In West Africa where 

The way of li f e of most West Africans remained true 
to the traditions of their past. Most peopLe went 
on Living by the ruLes and laws laid down in the 
time of their ancestors. These laws and rules came 
from the long sLow growth of their civilization and 
they offered what could o~en be a calm way of life , 
prosperous and easy-going, peaceful and self-confi
dent . They pointed repeatedLy to the interests of 
the whoLe community of the dead, the Living, and 
the yet unborn; and they bade men and women serve 
the interests of their community, (8) 

Inexorably altered throughout the ni neteenth century by 
miss ionari es , purveyors of Western "education", values, and 
aspirations, eye-men, f rom an alien optical culture, ignor
ant of the mu lti-d imensions of the auditory world of oral 
man, unaware that 

In the beginning was the Word , 
Spoken, 
VisuaL literate word 
Token later, 

When Alpha bet 
A fountain, 
Pinning new sounds and sights 
On paper, 



In books, 
For centuries, 
Eye played 
In silence. 

Through eye teeth 
Were gripped the sounds 
And other sense since 
Have been toned down. (9) 
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Bound by form, one-sensed about the way, numbed by the 
blindness of our sight, trapped in the sheets of one-after
the-other, eye-guess eye-know how eye came to dominate the 
scale of the Western species, but 

Cyclops then to Africa came, 
Wearing new coats of literacy, 
And thrust upon the wondementional canvas of 

African beauties 
An open-lidded silence. 

Know eye am the way, 
Linear, sequential, left, 
To write, 
And see the world by day and night. (10) 

No questions asked! 
No statement posed! 
No knowledge grasped 
What ears behol-d, 

But thrust again and lay upon the unaccustomed oral society 
alien language, English, a new medium of communication, phonet
ically based and 

Note: The most revolutionary change in the communication 
system of Africans as a result of contact with the 
West has been the introduction of the phonetic sys
tem of writing and its tools, (11) 

which make a break between eye and ear, between semantic mean
ing and visual code, and which 

Abruptly alter perceptions for 

If a technology is introduced either from within 
or from without a culture, and if it gives new 
stress or ascendancy to one or another of our 
senses, the ratio among all our senses is al-ter
ed. We no longer feel the same, nor do our eyes 
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and ears and other senses r emain the same~ (12) 

But change the real, focus the lives of proportionately 
few West Africans upon phonetic literacy, alien medium of 
new mediums and 

Note: Children were as difficult to entice to school as 
adults ... Moreover, a sense of time and discipline 
and of the need for regular attendance had to be 
most patiently instilled in the boys, (13) 

who in a visual sense are gripped by the sounds of a time and 
space unregistered, unknown, and out of all sense rebel against 
the threatening language of new forms, l inear, sequential, nar
rative, analytical, left 

Alone in a room of time and space of his own now, child 
of phonetic literacy, knows in his book, quietly reads the 
paper wall and senses 

Separate now and then, the intricate intimacy of direct 
face to face oral communication, personal moments filled with 
inflections of sorrow and happiness and feelings in between 

The covers bind and separate, isolate a new phenomenon, 
t he individual, (14) concept and reality, born upon revolu
t ionary lines which faster and faster attack and inexorably 
si lence the established oral customs, erode the positions of 
those who literally preach them, ri p apart the web of kin
ship and establish the written epitaph upon the tome of audi
tory culture 

Being destroyed, by phonetic literacy, architect and 
archi tecture of alien abstract inner journeys, shape and 
shaper of resonant oral sounds and dissident sights, form 
and former of new forms , suspended and flowing in and through 
Nigeri a where 

Until l898 all education was under the di rect 
control of missionaries. As late as l942 they 
enrolled 99 per cent of the schools~ and more 
than 97 per cent of the students in Nigeria were 
enrolled in mission schools. By l945 there were 
comparatively few literate Nigerians who had not 
received all or part of their education in mis
sion schools~ (15) 

Virtually all in English~ 
Read~ 
Calculate~ 
Write 
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During these years fiction, future subject of this medium, 
develops slowly, first in the local language and then, from 
the early 1950's, in En~lish. Virtually all of this comes 
from Southern Nigeria, (16) terminal geographical point of 
the first leg of our collective journey, convenient point to 
ask 

MarshalL McLuhan, 
What are you doin 
Here in Africa? 

The point is, rather, how do we become aware of the 
effects of aZphabet or print or teZegraph in shaping 
our behavior? For it is absurd and ignobZe to be 
shaped by suah means. KnowZedge does not extend 
but restrict the areas of determinism. And the 
infiuenae of unexamined asswnptions derived from 
technoZogy Zeads quite unneaessariZy to maximaZ 
determinism in humzn life. Emancipation from 
that trap is the goaZ of aZZ education. (17) 

Which brings us back to the original point, the African 
novel, written in English, specifically the creations of Amos 
Tutuola and Cyprian Ekwensi, authors born in 1920 and 1921, 
respectively and coincidentally, but exceedingly important, 
in America and Europe, in exactly the same years, the first 
radio stations were born and sent out the first transmissions, 
relayed to Nigeria some twenty years later, (18) area where 
we originally began to point out that the African novel, writ
ten in English, provides us with an intriguing point of de
parture regarding possible answers to the original point which 
is 

1952, Novel year, let us meet 

Tutuola, significantly unencumbered by formal education, 
able thus to leap phonetic buildings at innumerable imagin
ative bounds, unbound by visual bias and alive in the world 
of audile, tactile man, feeling with his eyes, seeing with 
his ears, he faces and turns us 

To the forests and the trees, where Palm-wine drinker, 
young African Ulysses, is found among the pages of his 
father's mind child. Born within the myriad convolutions 
and nurtured upon the banks of memories seen, smelled. 
tasted, felt, heard, you wander, we wonder, about the eter
nal circumstance of the moment. Time inmeasured. space in
known, no formal chapters bind the magic of acoustic space, 
place of no fixed focus, place of adventures that violently 
break the sequential order and logic of ABCD ness, 
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For Palm-wire drinker is "Father of the gods who could 
do anything in this world ," traditional world of auditory 
man, he violates efficient cause and effect , journeys in 
search of his tapster , dead, resurrected in the name of 
spirit, symbol of life after l i fe after 

Education, father of the child lacks it, children of 
many fathers searching for it, soon to be orphaned f rom 
old ways by literacy, phonetic writing , Engl ish , new medium 
of communication, new medium to shape a time and space un
known, visual bag in which to put all the sense , different 
drum for eyes to play forth 

And back upon the branches of t rees , deep in the forest , 
"Father" senses his way , carefully, for in those days 

there were many wi~ animals and every place 
was covered by thick bushes and forests; 
again, towns and viUages were not near each 
other as nowadays, and as I l.&kls traveUing from 
bushes to bushes and from forests to forests and 
sleeping inside it for many days and months, 
I l.&kls sLeeping on the branches of trees 
because spirits etc, were just like partners, 
and to save my lif e from them; and again 
I could spend two or three months beforoe 
roeaching a town or village, (19) 

Which is in a world that makes no nonsense of spirits , 
in a world that knows no straight lines, no linear sequence 
of left to right, no boxed in pictorial space, but dynamic, 
always in flux, unpredictable, always in a world where no 
mention is made of alienation, mark of l i terate, visual 
man, only in a world that demands keen sensory awareness, 
intense involvement and in sense participation for 

Upon his way we follow, though never cl early or 
consistently marked, a beautiful girl in an endless forest 
follows now a beautiful man, now part man, now no man, now 
skull, now 

Right before our eyes the flesh has vanished, the 
skull is alive, the girl is trapped in a timeless, space
less, endless forest, and 

Do you expect the father of the "Father", his child, 
to rescue the girl by imaginative request, then imagine 
the audile and tactile dimensions of Tutuola's inner lens 
which reach far out to trap the girl by the skull and hold 
her prisoner, unable to speak or cry out for help 
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Coming now through the forest and the trees, in a world 
alive with spirits, "Father" searches, finds, rescues, marries 
the girl, all i n what t i me and space really unknown but 

Race on both for how long and where is logically, ra
tionally unmeasureable, but illusions of precision face us 
turn after turn, as seven miles from that house, a mile in 
that bush, a few minutes perhaps, more than four miles tra
velled, about six miles travelled, no more than one third of 
a mile on this river bank, a big tree which was about one 
thousand and fifty feet in length and about two hundred feet 
i n diameter, and forty yards away from it, and finally we are 
exhausted after following them over and through this heavily
worded terrain of one page (20) 

But onward, ever more deeply inward, we follow "Father" 
and his wife to Wraith Island, where -

All the people of the Island were very kind and 
they loved themsel-ves , their w r k w:s only to 
plant their food, after that, they had no other 
wrk more than to play music and dance . They 
were the m:Jst beautiful creatures in the wrld 
of the curious creatures and also the most wn
derful dancers and musicians, they wer e pLaying 
music and dancing throughout the day and 
night, (21) 

and we observe and not e significantly that music and dancing 
are audile , t actile experiences for emost, that these most 
beautiful creatures involve, parti ci pate, play tones and 
infl ect ions for t he eye t hat sensuously caresses the image 
of t raditi onally ·beauti ful African forms 

left now and write i n a di fferent time at a different 
space meet Oru~ , Song, and Dance, and 

When these three fellows started at the same 
time, the whole people of the new town, the 
whole people that rose up from the grave, 
animaLs, snakes, spirits and other nameless 
creatures, were dancing together, with 
these three fell-ows and it ws that day t hat 
I saw that snakes were dancing mor e than human 
beings or other creatures, (22) 

Real ities of anot her dimension, interplay of all the 
senses in concert, str ange configurations i n a whirl of 
audi t ory space , f amiliar t o auditory man, vi sualize, no 
linear development, no chronology, no analysis, modalities 
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of visually oriented man, hear instead resonant sounds played 
in violation of consistent literate thought, and 

Meet in Dead's Town the tapster, out of our time and space, 
listening to the journey being replayed, hazardous difficulties 
of travelling and living in the bush and branches of trees for 
"years," and 

Back from Dead's Town "Father" and wife with magic egg 
feed the starving village peoples, and rainfall ends the fa
mine and brings their journey and ours 

Together , 
Hear the taLe, 
Wag the head, 
TaiL off, 

in prose form to discuss this medium, folk and tale between 
two arbitrary covers, say that Tutuola's psycho-dynamic di
mensions do not trip upon the stumbling blocks of phonetic 
literacy, say that the events of chains, sequence, l i neality, 
chronology, do not determine this creation, echo again that 
t his birth is the effort of an imagination still much at home 
in the auditory world, attuned to different rhythms, far 
removed 

We peer upon PeopLe of the City , but see beneath the i con 
of Inferno, archetype of child conceived and cultivated with
in the whi r l i ng cerebral vortex of Cyprian Ekwensi, thirty
three at time of birth, and, in crucial contrast to his con
temporary, A. Tutuola, is formally well educated, and trained 
as a pharmacist in London, yet drugged himself on a train 
that t rac ks the mind along phonetic ties that bind the eye 

In time, 
Indeed 
In space, 
In form 

Of narrative, 
Allegory 
Of good and eviL, 
MetaphysicaL journey 

Through time and space, 
Bound in parts 
0 ver chapters, 
And versed 



In prose, 
Asaend, 
By horizontal stares, 
Extend 

Visual sense, 
You see, 
But do not touah, 
Or> hear. 

Or> smell, 
Or> taste, 
But simply Bit, 
AZ.one, 

In time and spaae, 
In speaial place, 
Quietly, 
Open., 

In a sense, 
That pZ.ays upon 
Words, 
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fuo dimensional artifaats 

~obing a muZ.ti-dimensional Universe 
The senses interplay, 
In aoncert, 
And a different tune, 

Contrapuntal in nature 
Is history, 
Born among a veil of tiers 
Is real.ity 

Hard'Ly jarred 
By optiaal deLusions 
AZ.one, 
Al.ter6d, 

... 
Infaat, 
Distorted, 
In a sense 
Too heavi'Ly pU.ed, 

Upon the pages 
The author replied, 
On with the nove'/, 
And vanished inside 
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The Inferno: 

The whoLe poem purports to be a vision of the 
three reaLms of the CathoLic otherworLd, HeLL , 
PUrgatory and Ra~ise, and a description of 
"the state of the souL after death"; yet it 
is peopLed with Dante ' s contemporaries and, 
particuLarLy in the materiaUstic reaUsm of 
the Inferno , it is torn by issues and feuds 
of the day, poUticaL, reLigious and personaL. 
It treats of th~ most universaL vaLues - good 
ar.d eviL, man's responsibiLity, free wiU and 
predestination; yet it is intenseLy personaL 
and politicaL, for it was written out of the 
~ish of a man who saw his Life bLighted by 
the injustice and col'l'Uption of his times, (23) 

Which are but a brief thought from the specific location 
of twenty Molomo Street, where 

The sounds of 1'buses, hawkers, Locomotives, 
the grinding of brakes, the hooting of sirens 
and cLar~ng of church and schooL bells (24) 

toll the credible cacaphony of life within the novel envir
onment of People of the City, scene of Amusa Sango's epic mor
tal jourrey through the realms of wurldly hel l. purgatory and 
paradise, narrative of trial, tribulation and success, sequence 
of beginning to middle to end. 

To begin with Amusa Sango, a young Ni gerian dance-band 
leader and writer leaves the Eastern Greens, where he was 
born, descends into the earthly hell of the city where his 
one desire was 

peace and the desire to forge ahead. No one 
wouLd believe this knowing the kind of 'Life he 
Zed; that beneath his gay exterior Lay a nature 
serious and determined to carve for itself a 
pLace of renoun in this city of opportunities, (25) 

To meet Aina, beautiful symbolic female counterpart to 
Cai n, we nust descend into the Ninth Circle of Hell, and here, 
f ixed in the ice , ~ach according to his guilt, are punished 
sinners gui lty of TREACHERY AGAINST THOSE TO ~~OM THEY WERE 
BOUND BY SPECIAL TIES, and in the first of four concentric 
rings, fixed firmly in ice, is CAINA, na~d for Cain, and 
ascend to learn that 
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Air~ had recentLy come to tr~ city and was 
attracted by the men, yet very suspicious 
of them. Not even the festive throbbing of 
the drum couLd break the restraint which her 
~~ther, and t}w countryside, had instilLed 
in her. But Sango u.'as the city man - faet 
with women, sLick with his fairy taLes, dex
trous with eyes and fingers. It had required 
aLL his resources, and when a LittLe after mid
night they had parted, Ban{Jo had known the 
hssitancy of her passion, (26) 

And we know the restraint has vanished, the symbolic and 
realistic ties no longer bind, a.nd upon the stroke of twelve 
one life has ended and another begun, one day ended and ano
ther born 

Upon the lines of comparison we co not fail to note that 
temptations of the flesh are rivalled by realities of moral 
corruption within politics and personal relations, that our 
twent)-six year old wanderer ceas~lessly confronts these pro
blems and descends further into the city to meet 

Beatrice the first. poets inspiration, come from Eastern 
Greens, from the city of coal, to imbibe the "high-life", but 
very ill she was, ana urgently concerned about the type of 
life she was living. yet knew no other, (27) 

Nor does Sango. though journey away from the city brief
ly to descend into the coal regions among the miners and 

InwardLy he determined to do his best for these 
trusting peopLe. There was standir.g room onLy 
in the worker's tr-ain that Left the packed pLat
form that roorning. Not a word was spoken in the 
Lift, Later on, t.;hen Bango stood among the miners 
and made the descent into the }:;oz..·eLs of the earth, 
to those dri.pping, ozonated crevices wher•e man, 
crouching, hacks au.'ay at the feeL of Life, un
conscious when the support that props up the 
earth on both sides of him might give way and 
smother him to obLivion, (28) 

Anci out of this earthly hell into the r·ealm of purgatory, 
temporary ear·thly state, Part Two: When all doors are closed, 
when Sango has no roorr of his own, no job, and nc band, and 
in the death of De F'eriera a vision is born and forms the 
r·ea 1 i ty of Beatrice the Second, symbo 1 of unity in death 
of 1 ife among 
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People of t.r.e City~ Part Three: One Way Out, for Sangc 
meets Beatrice the Second at the age of twenty-seven, the 
age when Dante, too, had a "rr1arvelous vision" of his Beatrice, 
prompting him to write the Vita Nuc·va, prompting Sango to 
mar-ry his Beatrice, leave purgatory, and ascend into a form 
of earthly paradise where 

Cur desire i s f or a new life~ a new place of 
opportunity developing along t he lines of 
freedonl of expressi on, encoura~ement of 
talent (music especially), (29) 

Focu~ing the end on an audile, tactile note, which brings 
us back to the original point that the impact of phonetic lit
er-acy ha~ left an indelible mark upon the novel form of People 
of the City , a narrative which develops throug~ time and space, 
a se~uence of events that closEly parallel an earlier Western 
archetype, the Inferr;o , a novel bound in parts and divided in
to chapters, a form built upon the phonetic alphabet, a novel 
f rom which visually gives us an eye for a ear, a medium far 
removed f rom the auditory world of oral man, which prompts us 
to 

Note: We are no longer 1 inked to our past by an oral 
tradition which iwplies direct contact with 
others (storytellers, priests, wi se men, or 
elders), but by books awassed in libraries, 
bocks fro~ which we endeavor - with extreme 
difficulty - to forrr: a picture of their auth
ors. And we collimunicate wi t h the irrroer.se 
majority of our cor.temroraries by all kinds 
of intermediaries - written documents or 
a.dmi nistrative machinery - which undoubtedly 
vastly extend our contacts but at the same 
t ime ma.ke those contacts somewhat "unauth
entic." This ha.s become t ypical of therE
lationsh ip between the citizen and the public 
authorities. 

We should like to avoid describing negatively 
the tremencious revo 1 uti on broL1ght about by the 
invention of writing. But it is essential to 
rea.lize that writing, wh i le it conferred vast 
benefits on hurr.anity, did in fc.ct deprive it 
of something fur.damer.tc. 1 , ( 30) 

wr.ieh was the word, 
Spoken, 
In the beginning . . 
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